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WHO WE INTERVIEWED

Dave Limbaugh, Mike Herstich, and Beth 
Waseity are the 8th grade science team
at Oakwood Middle School. Dave is the
Science Department Chair at the school.

ABOUT OAKWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL

Location: Oakwood Middle School is located 
in Canton, Ohio, in the northeastern part of 
the state. 

Number of Students: The school serves 
about 1,000 students from rural and urban 
areas. Oakwood is a Title 1 school.

District: Plain Local Schools

ADAPTING ASSESSMENTS
TO TODAY’S LEARNERS

In the past, the 8th grade science team gave multiple choice 
assessments which were scored with bubble sheets. Dave 
Limbaugh came across Edcite and saw the potential to 
create higher-order thinking questions for assessments. With 
the Edcite Schools platform, his team could collaborate on 
creating these types of assessments by using shared ques-
tion and assessment folders.



USING COMMON
ASSESSMENT DATA

The 8th grade science team gave 10 common assess-
ments through Edcite Schools in the 2016-17 school year. 
Taking an Edcite Schools assessment also gave the Oak-
wood students instant feedback. According to Mike, his 
team created assessments “for students to interact with 
text and simulations, allowing for students to self-assess 
their performance and self-correct in areas of need.” Mike 
also found success in using the instant data from Edcite 
Schools reports to produce “redemption assignments” for 
students that had performance gaps on their science 
common assessments.

Dave and his teammate Mike Hersitch began building the 
higher-level thinking questions, using a variety of Edcite
interactive question types and embedding PhET interactive 
simulations. Instead of picking one distinct multiple choice 
answer, the assessment questions asked students to pick 
the most correct answer and to explain their reasoning.

Dave and MikeDave and Mike’s teammate Beth Waseity was resistant to 
using a new technology platform at first but soon saw the 
complexity of the questions her colleagues were creating 
in Edcite Schools. Because of this, the entire 8th grade 
science team was soon on board with implementing online 
common assessments. 



Beth wrote, “Data allowed me to track my students’
progress and allow[ed] for re-instruction and retakes.”
Students weStudents were able to re-do questions in Beth’s class until 
they showed mastery of that standard. She used the data 
to drive how she approached class lessons, whether it 
was for a class that showed higher achievement on the 
assessments or a class that needed more scaffolding
in instruction.

AccoAccording to Dave, the team “used [Edcite Schools 
common assessment] reports to drive discussion and in-
structional decision-making.” Their analysis of assessment 
data led to creating individualized review assignments for 
Ohio State Test preparation.

RESULTS FOR THE
2016-17 SCHOOL YEAR

Dave noted that several students remarked that the Ohio State 
Test was easier than the 8th grade science assessments they 
completed on Edcite. Students were confident when taking the 
Ohio State Test in science because they had practiced with rigor-
ous questions, technology-enhanced question types, and the 
Edcite Schools AIRⓇ viewer, which aligns with the Ohio State 
Test’s platform. Oakwood 8th grade students scored almost 20% 
higher on the Ohio science tests than the other subject tests.higher on the Ohio science tests than the other subject tests.



The 8th grade science team plans to continue to create 
new assessments with PhET interactive simulations.
They will also continue to give assessments using the 
Edcite Schools AIRⓇ viewer. They want students to feel 
comfortable with the state test layout at the end of the 
year and to be able to focus on their understanding of the
science content.

LEARN MORE ABOUT EDCITE SCHOOLS

To learn more about how Edcite Schools can help your district 
give students practice aligned to your state assessment, email 

us at schools@edcite.com or visit edcite.com/lp/es

GOALS FOR  THE
2017-18 SCHOOL YEAR


